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CAN A MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY SUCCESSFULLY OPERATE

A COURSE-INTEGRATED BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION PROGRAM?

,

by

James W. 'Hart and Gwendo t vens

Introduction

?he significance_of the project described in this paper is that South-

east Missouri State University Librar' has developed a distinctive and-spc-

cessful bibliogrdphic instruction project based on principles learned at

Earlham'callege's Bibliographic Instruction Conference of November 17 and 18,

1977:
1 This conferende explained in detail how Barihamle well known course-in-

I

tegrated bibliographic inStructiefi prograM works. Whereas we initially suspected.

that the success of Elrlham's bibllographic instruction'program might be due to

the type of students attracted to the college and the learning milieu it prOvides,

this turned out not to be the case.

The differerices between the two schools may be inferred by comparing six

characteristics of'the two institutions: enrollment, student-tea er ratio; ad-

.missions policy,_cost, curriculum, and the geographic areas from which they draw

!their :students. The 1978-79 Yearbook of Higher Education reports that-Earlham's

4

enrollment at that time was 1,044 full time and 14 part time students and South-

east MistourrState's (hereafter referred to as SEMSU) eprollment was 7,086

lk

full tiMeand'1,498 part time students.2 Although SEMSU cannot be called a farge
. '

. '
I

, '."-----

° uiiversity, it is certainly larger than Earlham'to. an extent that would contri-

. f I

.bute to the difference in learning milieu. Earlham's'student/aculty ratioti

was 10;6 tb'.97, about 10 to 1, whereas'SEMSD's was 20406 to 1, about twice

%

Earlham's small size contributes to the cohesion of the

e .

-
academia community and to student's visibility in that community. SEMSU's.

I
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size on the other hand, will necessarily contribute -to diversity of tie.

ill

academic community and less visibility for individual students in'that '

/ '.

community. The difference in student/faculty ratios_indicates that classes

at Earlham are, on the average, smaller than those at SEMSU. Smaller class

size lends itself to greater clasSTarticipation and more opportunities for

discussion between students and faculty. This does not necessarily mean that

education at Earlham is more personal than education at SEMSU; for both

institutions have relaxed, informal atmospheres that contribute to good rela-

tionships between studentsand facility. It means rather that education at

Earlham ii likely to be more individualized than that at SMALL

Earlham's admission policy is more selective than that at .ENSU. Earl-

-7ham's catalog does-
not indicate a clear standard for acceptance or rejection

but implies that, although the academic standards for, admission are high,

some students who do not meet those standards will be admitted for membership

in the Sodiety of Friends, or for their ability to contribute to the diversity,.

$

of the academic community.
4 "Approximately 70 per cent of [accepted candidatesj

. .

.

rank in the top guartbr of their high 'school clais."5 SEMSU' policy is 'that

"Missouri high school graduates...must rank in the upper two-Airds of the

, .

graduating class or score above the 33rd percentile,on the School and College°

Ability Test (SCAT) or any other generally-accepted college admissions

Out-of-state high school graduates are considered for admission:..if they rank

in the upper half of their graduating class or score on or'above the 50th per-.

centile on any genera4y-Accepted college admissions test. .6 Approximately 60%

of SEMSU's 1970 freshman class ranked in the 60th through 99th perdentiles of

their graduating high school claSs and one third of that classranked in the ,

top 20 percentiles of theirhigh school' raduaLng class.? AlthOugh percent

end percentiles are not precisely comparable, this-comparison should illustrate

.4;

at least rouohly that Earlham's policy results in.a slsi.htly better academi-

4 . ,

ww
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cally prepared student body.

The.fOurth difference between Earlham and SIMSU is the cost. In the 19/9-

80 academic 'year it cost a student living in a dormitory -$6,100-toattend

ham.: This fee paid for room, meals, tuition and incidental fees.8 TThe same

year it cost an undergraduate student who was a Missouri resident living in a

dormitory $1, 315 to Attend SEMSU.9 This fee'7includes incidental fees, room. and

meals. Financial aid helps-to reduce the, difference between the costs,of,attend-

ing these two'schocils. In 1978 approximately '50% of Earlham's entering freshmen

4

and 31% of SEMSU's freshmen received financial aid. All of Earlham'sfreshmen

e ,

,

. r
.

receiving financial aid and almost 90% of SEOSU's freshmen receiving financial

aid received full support.
10 This is not enough, however, to alter the con-

.

elusion at Earlham's students, on the-average, crime from families whose

economic ,status is substantially higher' than the economic status of SEMSU's

students' families. Earlham's high cost would tend to restrict its Student

body to those from a smaller socioeconomic group, and thereby contribUte to the

cohesiveness of its student body. SEMSU's low cost tends to contributto its

diversity by making it possible for students from a wider socioeconomic group

to attend.

The next point of comparison is the curriculum or intellectual orientation.

Does the curriculum emphasize the traditional liberal arts rather than education

for careers? Does the curriculiun prepare students for'graduate school or for

business and the professions? Certainly this is a matter of degree and both

. Earlham and SEMSU send students on to further education and out into the world
e , I

4,
t

of stork.

_

Neverthele'Ss, it seems that an examination of the course descriptions
f

0
. 4

in catalogs of both schools shows that Earlham tends to emphasiie the tradi-'''

tional ,'liberal arts whereas SEMSU balances the two just about egudllV. An

Earlham student whb wishes to prepare for a career in business must major in

economics a select courses sudhas "Principles of Political Economy,".

5
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"Financial Accounting" and "Management Economics. "11 .A SEMSU student may majer

in management, marketing, accounting, finance, real estate or computer science

and take courses that are directly related .to his career choice or may major in
A

English preparation for graduate work.

The two 'institutions attract studentt from different geographic areas..

Earl.hap has no particular service area or geographical constituency. It is

very probable, although we have not foznd any documentation to support this

proposition, thatEarlham draws its students from the entire country. As a

Missouri state university SEMSU has a service area in ttie southeaSt region of

the state including St. Louis,and in 1978 it drew 92% of ?its students from with-

in the state.12 This difference crosses the socioeconomic range and gives

Earlham a different kind.ofdiversity from that at SEMSU.

Let us summarize the differences between the two schools. Earlham' learn-

ing milieu is characterized V a small college community small classes, greater

visibility for individual' students, and a traditional liberal arts curriculum.

a-
SEMSU's learning milieu is characterized by a significantly larger university

community than'Earlham's, larger claSses, less visibility for-individual

students, and, a. curriculum that is balanced between the liberal arts and

education for career preparation. Earlham's student body is slightly better

:

academically prepaed Upon matricUlatio , comes from a narrower and higher

.socioeconomic rang(, is likely interes
dr' Jr

f.
d in a traditional liberal arts educe.-

'

.tion,and comes froma broader geographical area. SEMSU's student body is not

quite so well academically prepared..011,4arlham's is upon matriculation', comes

from a broader socioeconomic range and narrower geographic' area, and it slightly

more interested in career preparation than Earlham's student body.
.

These differences nptwithstariding, the two institutions share one quality
6

o
r

. .

that has proved to be a sine qua non of a successful course-integrated biblio-

'i.

,
, '

.

graphic instruction project:' the librarihns 'have an excellent rapport with
.

. . ...,*

.
,

.
.
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the classroom faculty. The senior librarians here have close personal

associations with classroom faculty members going back many years. Even

.
before. winning faculty status in 1976, they served on some university com-

.

mittees. Since 1976 librarians at SEMSU have served on Faculty Senate com- .

mittees such as the Committee on Committees, the Faculty Status Committee, the

Promotion and Tenure Committed; and in 1980 the Library won a permanent place

on the Committee on Committees. Librarians at SEMSU have also chaired Such

committees as the Grants and Research Fundi ,ng

and the 'aculty Welfare C9mmi tee, Since 1976

the Library to the University culty ProMotio

Clearly librarians here have faculty status not

Committee, thq Salary Committee,

-lf
all librariaht recommendedby

ns Committee have been promoted.,

only in name but in fact.,

shall now proceed to describe SEMSU's program, which, as' I have said, is

vo

patterned after Earlham's.

The Development-A:If the Project

Thts project was, begUn in the fall of 1977_when William J. Petrek, Vice

Presid9nt for Academic Services, sent a reference librarian, a professor in

the Speech Communiqation Department, and a professor inthe History Department

01>

.to a Bibliographic Instruction Conference at Eartham College- After the A-
t

ference, Dr. Petrek called a series of meetings of the Dean of the-College of

Humanities, the Dean-of the'College of Social Sciences,,ine Director.of-the

Library, and. the university's representatives tothe conferehce. The result of

hose,meetings was a proposal for a College Library Program Grant which was sub -

mitted to the National EndOwment for the Humanities in April 1978. Although the

grant was not obtained, Dr. Petrek was able to fund the project at a lower level

than described in the proposal.

J

I
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SEMSU's project was based'on a-model that set goals and specified a core of

information to be taught, a teaching strategy, and a method, of eve lietion. .Be-.

. t
yond those imits, however, the project was flexible. Indeed, the two libiarians

who taught in he project used differenct techniques; examples and,bandouts

.teach the same core of ideas and information. The model was/aesigned to give

A

the project both the ability to adapt to clinging/ conditions and needs and a

well-organized framework' which could be objectively evaluated..

I- The Goals

The project had two genetal, lfiong-range goals, the.fi'rst of Which was

served-by two short-range specific dbjeCtives. The first goal, both ifi order

and importance, was to enhance students' research skfls. This would-be

accomplished by fulfillment of two objectives: to improve students' library
. to

use skills and to improve students' attutudes-towarithe library and librarians:

Both of these objectives were measured.by an evaluation instrument designed

specifically for this project. The second 491Cal was to give librarlIns a more

active role in the educational process. This would be accomplished merely, by

the operatidh Of the project.

4110,

Relations with Classroom Fadulty

At the beginning of each'semester the project librarians contacted the

-History, Speech, and English departments to determine which classroomefaculty

would be involved in the project. The quickest'and most effective method was

to contact one professor in the departinent who would in irn contact colleagues.

The.most important criterion for selecting a contact person in a department' was

prior acquaintance with bibliOgraphic instruction or enthusiasm for the library:'

Two very effective contacts in this project were Gene Ramsey in History and

Jam Scan on in English. History and English have always been very enthusiastic

about' this project.

..'
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The Psycholog y' Department wet not originally involved in this project.

4

Prior to the beginning of the spring 1980 Semester all of the psychology

faculty members were contacted and their participati.onin this project .was

sdlicited. Tile `response from this' department was Overwhelming; after con-

tacting only three faculty thesioroject4had all the psyChology classes it

could accommodate. Itwas clear fkom thisithat there are pockets of latent

it

interest among the faculty that the'Library could cultivateAif it had the

resources.

'Library tactility stayed,in close touch with classroom faculty throughout

the seme ster. he contact person in each department, (except Psychology) can-.

vassed al1 classtleom facuit17 in his department to determine whether or not they

would participate in the project. Canvassing fall semeqerwas done at the

beginning of that semester and'canvassing for the sprirtg semester was done at
. .

A

the end of the fall semester. Each classroom teacher who volunteered to
NI

'Ar
.

participate was then contacted either by phone or in person by the librarian
.

'

. ., .

who was going to do, the' instruction for his class, The librarian, then met.

each classroom faculty Member three or four more times 'during the semester.

They viould at least meet for the pre-test and two sessions of instruction. If

three sessions Of instructions were giverf, they met four times. In apefe%4 cases

librarians hadto contact classroOm Tdculty more than °rice to complete the

-

arrangements for instruction. Now this does not sound like a great deal of

t

contact. Yet if one toonsiders.that it is unusual for a classroom faculty member

to cal libxs4rians at all to 'notify them that he has made an. assignment which

t

will require the use of the-library, 1t is obvious that the project librariang

were'very fortunate indeed to have as much contpct with classroom faculty as

they did.

at .

it
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-'The courses involved in this project were "English Composition II,"

"AmeriCan History ID," "Fundamentals ot Speech" and several,upper and lower

division psychology courses. The "English Composition II" courses may be tradi-

tional English composition or may spncentrate on subjects such as "Sports and

Society;" "Nbmen and Society," and "Human Motivation." Although every classroom

teacher has an individual approach, most assign one short (three to five pages)

and one long paper-(seven to ten, pages). "American History ZI" is a required
4

course. Those sections which participated in the bibliographic inst7ction p

ject were assigned one seven. to ten page paper. "Fundamentals of Speech"

one semester elective in which all sections follow' the same format. StuVntS

give several speeches of different types. Those students need a particular type .

oftrather superficial information. ,These courses were chosen because they enroll

freOmen mho have had little exposure to Kent Library and 'require library

research for papers or speeches. The psychology courses included "General

- Psychology," the introductory course, "Psychology and the Law," "Introduction to

-Perception," "Educational Psychology," and "Motivation and Emotiot." All of° .

4

t these courses required either alibrary research project or a paper. Most of

the classes used in -this project were fimited to approximately 25 students each

_
(except for "General Psychology ").. All classes were evaluated in the same Tanner.

.

For nearly every exptrimentel group that received the instruction in these

various classes, there was a control group which received no instruction or

instruction given by the classroom faculty member.
13 Both groups were tested

and the results helped evaluate the project. In the first semester 550 students

in eight classes served as te experimental groups and in the second semester

262 students in 14 sections served as the experimental group. The control

groups for each semester aintained283 students in six classes during the first

semester and 425 students in ten sections during the second semester', While
,

'4

10
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these groups were quite large,-the data presented reflects a total number of

746 students (267 for the first semester and 479 for the second semester) due

to incomplete data or general'college attrition.

The Insti-uction

The class sessions consisted of three different types of presentations

that could be given in any order. The information tt be presented in each

type was standardized. Two of these sessions were required; the other was at

the discfetion of the classroom faculty.

The first type taught-the use of the eard catalog and the peribdi-cal indexes.

This session took place in the library and lasted fifty minutes.. Included in

this' session was,the tripartite division of the card catalog, alphabetiq,a1-72
(7^- ,

order in the card catalog, how to identify the elements of a catalog card, the

use of the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings, how to identify the

elements 'of a periodical citation and the difference between periodical

index and an abstracting service. The two librarians involved in the project^
.

used different methods to teach this material. One used signs.and worksheets
4

to illustrate the lecture and give students immediate, on tie spot practice and

feedback. The card catalog worksheet, for example, directed a student to a

certain drawer and 9ard, and posed questions about that card, such 0 who is

the author, what is the call number, etc. Students filled the worksheets cAut

.directly after they lecture for that subject. The worksheets were not graded;

their purpose was to stimulate question"s that would not otherwise have been
1

. -

asked,'g ive the librarian direct feedback about the presentZtion, andsgive the

students practice. These three goals were all accomplished. It is interesting

to note that nearly all students asked questions about periodical indexes.14

The other /ibrarfan used handouts to illustratethelectureS and taught news-

paper indexes in addition to the other material.

0
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The second type of _session covered search strategy and bibliogr,aphy.

This was a fifty munute lecture axd discussion given in the classroom. It

covered the following topics:

(a) bibliographies

4.(b) where students can find'bibliogrpSies

(c) how stvdints should carry on researcK in the library

(d), a sample search strategy

Four general principles were emphasized throughoUt the lecture: , (1):begin

0
with.introductory sources such as encyclopedias, (2)*use bibliographies before

using the card catalog g (if,/ possible),
At

(3) use selective biblioglaphies before
.

using comprehensive bibliographies, and (4) every library search should be

treated differently from every other search. An annotated bibliography of

reference works on the subject at. hand was passed out to the,studepts etsthis

,session. Alth4h this lecture
's

Farber's lectures, it developed
JO

- projeot. At the beginning of -the project, `the maerit2. on bibliographies was
. .. '

.
. r ,

presented before the search strategy. This material by itself, however, seemed
t I W

. % , t '. ; , C P# '
.r .

.,
to,bore the students. gi the end orthe projeCt the'samplesearch strategy was

e
. , . . . .

given first and the other information was worked(into the enduing discussion.

. .4 -, I

.1'

......--

".

.In then beginning mimeograph copies Of the .search sVate4y were handed out and
..°

.' .

it was,discussed without any accompanying illustrations. . Students found'i
.

.
,

. . .
.

ir7.too difficult to follow the discusgion by this method and by the middle of the
..

second semester all the search,strategies.were given by transparency and

. .

began as v mere carbon copy,of one 9f Evan
4, _

more:rapidly than any other aspect of the

ti

.

, overhead projector:): The sample search strategier"clearly elicted more
..,

,

voluntary studenrresponse than.any of the other two segments of t he project

because students could relate them 'most directly to their assignment.,:

%

,The most successful presentation of all was for "The Jazz Age, "_a section

.

of "Engliih Composition II." The entire presentation was a sample search.
,

A
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strategy on Al Capone. It opened with a very bloody passage from Bloodletters

and Badmen15 This captured students' attention better than any other aspect of

O'

the project., The explanation of, the search was interspersed with anecdRtes

)

about Capone's life. As much attention was given- to the entertaining aspects-
,-

. ,

of this presentation as to the educational. Indeed, the students applauded at
Ov

the end Of gne of these. Yet it elicited more questioris from students about
VO

research techniques than any other presentation, whichAndicated-that enhan cing

7 ,

the entertainment value of the presentation enhanced the educational value at

°
the same time.

The optionalomeeting consisted of a twenty-minute tour of the Ubrary

which included the card catalog, the reference collection, the indexes to

governJent documents, reference-desk hours, the function of a reference

,librarian, the indexes and to periodical literature and the location-
4r4, IF

of periodicah. During this session the librarians merely pointed out locations

1

and gave simple explanations. If this session was included, it occurred before

thAirst.session. If it was omitted, the first session included a short tour,

of the reference collection, the indexes to government dOcuments, the indexes

to periodical literature, and information on locating periodical articles.

During the, first semester, the classroom teachers in History reqested that their
the

students net receive the tour at all. At the end of that semester ong ofAmost

common responses on the post-test indicated that thehstudents had wanted a tour.

When, during the second semester, one history teacher let his class vote on

whether or not to have a tour, a majority of the students voted f(N the tour.

In addition to these three types of sessions the history, faculty requested

that a librarian meet students indty.ldually read'their preliminary bibliographies,

and mAe recommendations to help improve them. This was done after the
a.

librarian had spoken to the class but before the papers were due. No grades

were given; students,were merely informed of how to improve their research.

13
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These sessions lasted approximately 20 minutes and, while helping the student

on a specific problem, also provided an opportunity to repeat the most import

points of the classroom lecture and provided direct feedback on how well the

students were masteringaftd applying what was taught in the other session's.
t.

The Operation of the Project

The first task each semester was to contact the faculty liaisons in each

participating department to find out which classes and which teachers would

participate that semester. During the fist faculty' liaisons were

contacted during the first week of classes for that semester and at the end

of the first semester they were contacted eor'the second semester. Facu?_.ty

liaisons had to be contacted during the first week of the fall semester as

opposed to the end V the previous spring semester because many of them did

not have their fall schedules completed until summer.

Once the librarians had a list of all the classes and teachers who would

participate :In a given semester, they (the librarians) divided the classes up
A.

between them. Next the librarians telephoned or interviewed personally all

, .

the classroom teachers whose .classe't he or she had taken. During these con-

versations the librarian described the project in 'detail, and asked thee

classroom teacher when he would like to have the pre-test and the instruction,

what the content of the course was and what&ubject Iiilght be used in the search

strategy lecture. 1 -

The next task was to prepare for the class. The instructional materials

and.lectues for the history and speech classes had beep created before the

project began whereas the materials and lectures for the English and psychology

classes had to be created while_the project was in operation. As copies of

.
previously prepared material ran out, new.copieshhd to be made. An annotated

bibliography of reference works, an outlineiof the sample\search strategy and

14
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A4

a lecture were prepared for each search strategy` lecture. In addition to this

one of the project librarians prepared her own handouts for teaching the use of

the card catalog, the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings and newspaper

indexes. The other librari4n.prepared worksheets for teaching the use of the

'card catalog and periodical indexes which has been previously explained in the

sectiNon instruction. Preparation for the classeS and the pre-test had to be

done between the time the classroom faculty were contacted and the instruction
. .

itself.

After the instructlg9the librarians contacted the classroom faculty

to set a date for the administration of the post-tests. The entire process of
ti

arranging for and giving the post-tests was one of the most difficult of the

entire projectl't By that time it was usually the second.half-of the semester

andteveryone was tired. Although no one said so, it was obvious that the

instruct-ion was of major importance and as the semester wore on the post-test

appeared less and less important to everyone involved. In retrospect it

seems that the form of evaluation used in this project was too much of a burden

for such a small project. Although it allows for very detailed, precise and

objective judgements to be made, the benefits of the pre-test/post-test form of

evaluation are not great en ou to justify the time and trouble it caused.

The only restriction on classrobm teachers was that the content of the

'instruction and the sequence, pre-test/instruction/post-test, had to be adhered

to by all participating classes. In all other respects classroom teachers were

given as much freedom as possible. The. librarians made no restrictions on when

they would do the instruction.'

6

Evaluation

Only the first goal needed to be evaluated; the second goal, to give

librarians a more active role in the educational process, was achieved merely
a

15
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by the operation of the project. Goal one, to enhance students' research skills,

was divided into two objectives: (a) to improve students' library use skills

Igh

and (b) to improve their ittitudes toward the library and librarians. This

gyl's_two,objectives were measured using a locally produced 45 question evalua-

tion instrument designed specifically for this project and results indicated,

that the first objective was attained, but the second was not.16

The first section of the evaluation instrument Qonsisted of 30 multiple

choice questions based on the inforAatian taught in the project. The

reliabilities of the instrument rangdd from .66 with a standard erro of 1.93

for the fall semester experimental subjects' pre-test to .82 with a s
(

udard

error of 1.92.,for the same group's-post-test as measured by Kudder-Richardson

reliabilities. The reliabilities of the other groups' tests were all clustered

around,.77. The second section contained 15 statements on students! attitudes

toward tfte library presented in a Likdrt-type format (1=agree, 5=disagree).

The reliabilities of this section were also fairly high ranging from .67 to

.76- ice attitudes did not seem to change. appreciably from pre-test to

post-test for any group, the project was clearly unable to change attitudes.

This fact leads directly to the conclusions that instruction librarians' time

iS better spent attempting co teach skills tfian,attempting to change attitudes

.A61 that we do not know what variables contribute to students' attitudes toward

0

Kent Library.

The pre-test instrument was administejed to all groups during the first two

- ,

weeks of classe4 (before any bibliographic; instruction) and the post-test was

administered during the closing weeks of the semester (after the bibliographic

instruction had been given to 'the experimental groups). Not all pre-tests and
a

not all .rost-tests were given at one tire.,, They were given at the individual

classroom teacher's convenience. The library faculty administered the pre-tests

to the experimental groups, but not to the control groups; the classroom faculty

16
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administere6"the post-test to- both experimental and control groups.
17

Students

who had formerly been exposed to. oily instruction were asked not to take the

pre- and post-tests in a second experimental group class. In any case in which

therewae,inore than one Setaf data (a set of data being a set of responses for

one pre-test and one post-test) fOr any given student, only the first set of,

data was used. Thus, although .some'stpdents participated in the project several

times, there was at most
.

one complete set of data-per student. Table 1 refl'cts

the research-design.

4
Table,1

Beginning of $ epester End of Semester'

Experimentalgroup Pre-test Instruction Post-test

Control group Pre-test * No Instruction Post-test

The data from the evaluatiPn questionnaire (for all classes collapsed for

librarians) was analyzed in the following ways: (1) an analysis of variance bor.

reteatedimeasures, ANOVA -R, was utilized-in the analysis of "the pre-post test

data fpr both skills and attitudes (a prior evaluation of thevpre-test data

revealed that the hypothesis of equality between groups could not be rejected);

and (2).an item analysis of both the skills and attitudes statements. They

dependent variable in the,analysis was the skills acquisition or attitudes

toward the library as measured by the questionnaire discussed above.' The

independent variables included (1) the experimental-control group dimensich,
,

(2) the pAppost teqt, 'dimension and (3) the interaction of these two variables.

'FA the first semester the ANOVA-R revealed.a main effect for the

variable of pre-post (F=39.44, df 1/280, p <.0001) anoteXPerimental-control

(F=16.76, df 1/240, p <.0001) bUt there was no interaction effect beyond chance

expectaAtion. The students did increase in skills acquisition both over time

and due to the Bibliographic Instruction Project.

17
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For the secOnd semester the ANOVA-R revealed main effects for the variable'

. 4 4.

of pre -post (F= 43.24, df 1/462, p4 .0001), and experimental-control. (F=9.45,

df 2/488, p ,..00pi). The interaction of pre2post and expe imental-Control also

differed beyond chance (F=10.80, df 1/462, p< .01). When .n interactional

effect is statistically beyond chance' expectation the main effects are Uninter-

pretable. Therefore, we shall focus on the interaction.

The interactional results indicate that there was a s gnificant difference

in skills' acquisition over time that was clearly dep)ndent on group membership.

Figure 2 displays the results for both the first and second semester.

The evaluation instrument was also used to help determine which segments of

the program were most effective. An item analysis indicated the areas in which

the students' responses on the evaluation instrument improved over the course

of the semester and.the areas in which they did not improve. Thb objective

information from the item analysis generally corroborated the observations of
.

the "instruction librarians.

In the fall semester there was mackeilOmprovement in eleven questions

(8,940,21,22,24,25,26,27,29,90) but in the spring impAvement occurred in only

seven (1,21;21,24,27,29,30): (see appendix f9r full questionnaire) Thpse

questions whose responses improved the fall semester concerned the difference

.

'betwedttoord-by-word and letter-br-letter alphabetizing in the catalog, the

definition of bibliography, search strategy and the use of periodical- indexes.

Those questions whose responses improved in the spri'sg semester concerned the

identifiation of the call number'on a sample catalog card, the definition of

bibliography, search strategy, and the use of periodical indexes. Fot both

semesters the greatest amount of improvement occurred in the same areas.' The

-instruction librarians expected the-improvements to come in these areas, but

since they were more confident and familiar with the picgram the second semester,

. ..,

'
they expected that their teaching would be more effective and consequently

V
..
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scores would.improv more'duringithe second semester than during the first.

,There is .ho apparent reason for this lack of improvement from one semester to

the next.

In the -first semester there were seven questions (2,3,5,12,15,17,23)_ shared

by both groups which 90% or better of the-sebjectS answered correctly and two

questions (4,18) for which 90% of the experifiental group and 85% or better of

the control group answered correctly. Questions 2,3,4 and 5 ask students to

identify the author, title, date of publication and bibliography note from a

sample catalog card 12 and 15 ask students to identify peribdical volume

A
number and author from 4 sample Readers' Guide citation, 17 and 18 ask students to

identify the subject heading and date of the arti4e from a New York Times Index

citation, and 23 asks students what the best way to search for periodical articles

is. The scores on these questions did not improve appreciably from pre-to post

test situation. This verifies that most students already have at least an

-instinctual grasp of some of the basics of reading catalog card, periodical

index citation and newspaper index citation.

The scores on one- question did improve appreciably from pre- to post-test

situation. This was question number 4, which asked students'to-identify the

date of publication from a sample catalog card. There was a tdh percent increase

of respondents answering this question correctly at the end of the first semester,

In the spi.ing ten questions (2,3,4,5,11,12,15,17,18,23) were answered cor-

rectly in both
(

the experimental and control group by 90% drihe students or

better. Two other questions (6,13) were answered correctly by 90% or better of

the subjects in the experimental.gro p and by 85% or better in the control group.

All but, three of these questions ( ,11,13) wer, alSo answered correc ly in the

2first semester by 90% or better of-theexper' rital and 85% or betAr

control group. Oestion 6 asked students.to identify in which side of Kent

Library's divided catalog a sample Card would be filed. Question 11 and 13

20
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oat

asked st dents td identify the title of a periodical atticle andthevoluthe
. .

'AL
,

number o the periodical from wsaMple Readers' Guide citiation: This rein-

.

forces the conclusion stated earlier that most of SENSU's students have at

r least an instinctual graspiof some of the basics-of reading catalog cards,

.periodical citations and newspaper index citatibns.4

On the other hand, only a small percefitage of students knew the answers

to questions 7,17 9 and 10 and the number of students who could answer them

correctly did not increase during the semester. This is true only of-question

7 during the firbt semester, but of all questionsuestions the second semestey.
,

estions 7,8,9 and 10 asked students to arrange two words and two phrates inu .

-.
.

oorrect alphabetical order, which requires a knowledge of the difference.between

(r

. .

... word-by-word and letter-by-letter alphabetizing.,
..

,

.

Although the statistical analyses revealed a significant increase of

V

°1100,

.4

skills' acquisition for die experimehtal'grOUp for some questions, the per-

centage of students in the -control group who were able to improvdbtheir

performance on some questions .on the post-test also increased. This-was
-

.
.

, .

because irk some control group classes the,assignments required students to
_ . .

learn these skills on their own or by asking a reference librarian and because

1
some control group professors gave their classes their owp,branA of library

instruction. Thus, the students in the'project acquired more skills in
, 4 I,

.

library use than did those In the control group even though some claises in the
. .

control group received instruction from
4tAleir prcfessors.

7

f,
,

,I.2/

ConclJtion

1 . ..r

In summary the project was succAssful at teaching, the skills it.piirport'ed

1
0 ,t

to teach, but was not abbe to affect students' attitudes toward the:librarps

c.....- , , ,.. .
..

diN-thelibrary. The project strengthened
., .

a the instructional ties between t.ne
..

. '
.

.

0
projectrybrarialia and the participating cloassrbom faculty. It gale, the Partic4

.

)
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,
ipating librarians A more active role in the educational procefss insofar as they

FT

took part in it.
.

.

The answer td the question posed in the title of this paper .(can a 41,isSouri
A

state university successfully operate a course-integrated bibliographi instruc-

p .

tion program).is yes. We did it at ZEMSU. The fact that wedid,it.j. s the basis_

) #
for the further conclusion that the :most important variables in the success ofTablet

q

a program of this' sort are relations between classtoom and librarY.faculty, the
. -

support of the librarians, and the support of the litmary and university

administratiOns. We attained the moderate success that we had because our

program was initiated by the Vice President, operated by the libtariNTS and

sustained by the excellent relationship between library and classroom faculty.

it
In otAr words, the political situation is the most important determinant of

the success of a course-integrated bibliographic it struotion program. It is o

4 the same factor that has made Earlham's andSEMSU'c prOgramS successful. The

size of the school, the degree of individualized instruc\pn,. the.academic

s.preparation of freshmen, the economic status of students, ftudent' intellectual

orientation and other similar factors haVe much less influence on sUch9a

'Ilrogram than the educational philosophy and...administrative pbligy that animate

\ .
an institution. It seems very probable that other similar programs could be

4*

successfully instituted in other types of institutions,of higher education, if

the people in those institutions want them.

1
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